
Testimonials 

“We wish to express our thank you for the excellent work Tracy, Scott, and your crews did on 

replacing our roof.  We were very pleased with the friendliness and politeness of each crew 

member. We appreciated how clean the teams left the work site not only at the end of the job, but 

at the end of each day. We particularly want to thank Scott for keeping a careful eye on the 

operation from the beginning to the end. It was a pleasure having your company replace out 

roof.” 

-Andrew and Susan Hertneky 

“Diversified Roofing has supplied true quality and craftsmanship that I’ve enjoyed as a builder 

for many years.” 

-Shea Homes ~ Area President ~ Hal Looney 

“I have worked with the good folks at Diversified Roofing for over 8 years. They are without a 

doubt the best roofing company I have worked with in the Phoenix area (and I’ve worked with 

many of them). Their quality and timeliness is unmatched in the industry. I would recommend 

them to anyone in need of repairs or a new roof.” 

-Pulte Homes ~ Field Manager ~ Scott Andrews 

“As an experienced jobsite superintendent, I have had the pleasure of working directly with the 

Staff at Diversified Roofing for more than 6 years. Namely Bob Brown and Jason. I have to say, 

they really run an efficient and tight operation, from communication all the way to customer 

service. They are reliable and show that they really do care about their schedules and most 

importantly, their completed work. The crews that work for Diversified Roofing are aware of the 

company’s high expectations and their site and final task shows it! I look forward to working 

closely with them for many years to come! Keep up the good work and GREAT attitudes! I 

would recommend Diversified Roofing to anyone who needs their services!” 

-Taylor Morrison Homes ~ Field Manager ~ Todd Kietzmann 

“Diversified Roofing is a professional roofing company that has the people and experience to 

handle any job. Their attention to detail has allowed us to build a better home more affordably 

with less back-end cost. Before we built our first home using Diversified Roofing their field 

supervisor Bob Brown met me to discuss best practices. He wanted to eliminate mistakes and re-

work to build a better product. I really appreciate the time they took to get it right before we even 

started.” 

-K. Hovnanian Homes ~ Production Manager ~ Brent Smith 

“This letter of recommendation is being sent due to my recent experience with Diversified 

Roofing. We called them when we learned that we had some roof problems on a home we were 

selling, as they were the roofers that had installed the original roof. From the very first 

conversation with Frances, it was a true 10++ experience. She was very attentive and arranged 

for someone to look at our roof almost immediately. Then, to make things even better, they were 

able to correct the minor problems within a couple of days. As a real estate professional, I work 

with many service providers. I can honestly say that I have never had an experience as 



professional and positive as the one with Diversified Roofing. I am already recommending them 

to all of my agents AND I will definitely be spreading the word about the fantastic customer 

service they provide.” 

-Keller William Realty ~ Business Coach ~ Susan Kraemer 

 


